1977 buick estate wagon

The Buick Estate was a line of full-sized station wagons manufactured by the Buick division of
General Motors. As its premier luxury division, Cadillac , didn't offer a station wagon, the Estate
was GM's most expensive and most fully equipped entry in the market. In and it was available
on Buick's B platform Special series, and later on Buick's C platform Roadmaster and Super in
the â€”53 model years. From to it was only offered on the smaller B platform Century and
Special, with all steel bodies. Among these were hardtop Estate Wagons called Caballero that
were offered only in and Buick's first full-sized station wagon since , it was available as a
separate series on the B-body LeSabre and Wildcat , sharing their The LeSabre Custom's bright
rocker, wheelhouse and rear lower fender moldings were used. Woodgrain was an option for the
body sides, incorporating the traditional " Sweepspear " feature. Interiors were all vinyl in a
Custom grade. Despite being on the B-body it shared the C-body division flagship Electra 's
cubic inch V8 and four VentiPorts on the front fenders. The following year the Estate would
move up to Electra's larger body and more voluminous interior. The to Estates were the first
Buick station wagons to be built on its largest chassis since the Roadmaster Estates of â€”
However, even though the Estate shared its The Estate also shared the Electra 's interior and
exterior styling from to complete with the prerequisite four VentiPorts. Door trim and seats were
not as plush in â€”74 wagons and no door pull strap was included as it was on the Electra.
Although from to the number of VentiPorts were reduced by one, and the front fascia was
downgraded to a LeSabre's as was door trim and seats , the Electra style chrome rocker panel
moldings and distinctive Electra style rear quarter panels albeit without fender skirts remained.
The taillights were different from both the LeSabre and the Electra in all of these years. The
Estate Wagons, as with other GM full-sized wagons during these years, used a rear suspension
with multi-leaf springs instead of the coil springs used on other full-sized Buicks, and other
full-sized GM cars. The Estate Wagons also featured a new ' clamshell ' tailgate design,
marketed as the Glide-away Tailgate, where the rear power-operated glass slid up into the roof
as the lower tailgate manually or with power assist , slid into a recess under the cargo floor.
Ultimately, the manual lower tailgate was supplanted by the power tailgate. The tailgate system
was operated by switches on the instrument panel or a key switch on the rear quarter panel.
Like a top-hinged tailgate, the clamshell design allowed a user to stand directly at the open
cargo area without impediment, facilitating loading and unloading in tight spaces. In its first
year, 24, Estate Wagons were sold. The and models were the longest station wagons ever built.
The Estate used the Buick from to throughout. The last year that the Stage One high
performance version, with high lift camshaft, enlarged ports, enlarged valves and dual exhaust
was available was in In , an Estate Wagon Limited was offered with many previously extra cost
options now included as standard. To further differentiate the Limited model, fenders included
four VentiPorts up from three and the interior had loose pillow designed seating. In , body
changes made the wagon more aerodynamic for better fuel efficiency. Exterior woodgrain
applique was standard on the Electra Estate but could be deleted for credit and optional on the
LeSabre Estate. The Buick V8 engine was dropped from the options list and a 5. The standard
engine was the 5. Although the Electra and LeSabre coupes and sedans had both switched to
new front wheel drive platforms by , the model names also continued to be used on the rear
wheel drive wagons through In , its final year, the Electra and LeSabre model designations were
dropped and the car was once again sold simply as the Estate Wagon. As with the Electra
Estate in previous years, standard exterior woodgrain could be deleted for credit. Although the
Estate Wagon model was discontinued in , the Estate trim designation continued on the full-size
Roadmaster station wagons from to The Estate name was also applied to the top trim level of
the mid-size Century station wagon sold as the Regal station wagon in and and often included
exterior woodgrain applique. Like the Roadmaster, the Century Estate continued to be sold
through Buick revived the Roadmaster name with the introduction of the Roadmaster Estate in
A "Vista Roof" fixed sunroof over the second row seats, was standard. Initially the Roadmaster
Estate used Chevrolet 's 5. It was replaced a year later with a hp 5. In both received a modified
dual-exhaust version of the advanced Corvette-derived 5. A high-performance engine had last
been offered on a GM station wagon in GM discontinued the Roadmaster Estate in , ending
production on December 13 of that year. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected
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Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Third
generation version. Buick General Motors. Oldsmobile Custom Cruiser. Bill Mitchell. Wikimedia
Commons has media related to Buick Electra Estate. Full-size station wagon. Park Avenue.
Roadmaster Estate. Subcompact crossover. Compact crossover. Mid-size crossover. Full-size
crossover. The sellers are willing to listen to lower offers, though. The car has been in one
family from new; the seller makes the point of stating that his father-in-law never threw anything
away, so the car comes with spare parts and manuals as well. I think the whole idea of fake
wood on the sides of cars is silly, but somehow I love them anyway. The seller carefully details
where the car acquired some rust under the rear windows when it was stored outside for about
7 years. The trim was removed from the other side and pictures included in the auction to show
the extent of the rust, which is not bad. As you can see, the paint is still pretty glossy. What
about you? Is their room in your collection for one of these great wagons? Very nice car, this is
an example of a high mile car that has been well cared for, not those 16K mile cars that sit in a
field of dreams. The dropped grille on the 72 is less nice, but iirc these lost the flow-through
vents on the tailgate. Kind of like the useless seats in the back of an extended cab Chevy. No
wood trim, and had the 3rd row facing backwardsâ€¦.. It was still a blast to ride back there, and
camp on occasion. I drove it once as a 15yo with a permit, then my dad sod it for a new 84
Celica way sporty for my dad â€¦â€¦Never knew a car could NOT leak fluids until we got that
Celicaâ€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦. It seems that since the big wagons lost there appeal and the auto makers
dumped them, they have all but disappeared from our roads. I am find it to be kind of cool that
there has been a renewed interest in these big beasts. This I a pretty nice car and we all might
be surprised at how well it does on a gallon of gas. This would be a solid D. When you think
about how much a new car costs these days and how much of a bite out of our monthly budget
car payments cost, you could buy quite a lot of gas to equal those costs. Nice find I hope it
finds a new garage to hang out in. I think this wagon is neat! I have a Limited Edition Buick
Roadmaster wagon and love it. I hope this one finds a good home. My Aunt was concerned
about the size of their new Buick Estate Wagon. Although priced about twice what I would
expect to pay for this car it does look to be pretty sweet. This is one that the price would be the
major reason I would want itâ€¦,BUTâ€¦if priced right I would not hesitate to proudly captain this
barge. Gotcha, I have wanted a wagon since I was 10 years old. They are out there, just got to
find them. I drove through Hugo, Ok a few months ago and a Chevelle pulled up behind me, I
told my daughter there was a real cool car behind us. I drooled all over the front seat. I had to
turn around and talk to the owner. She was a good looking 30ish lady, that seemed to not want
to talk. I just told her she had a nice car and left. MountainMan, you might come out ahead
putting more money out up front, as that old ford was not cared for as well as the Buick. I think
with patience we can all end up with a nice classic. They seem to be coming out of the
woodwork these days. Right, generally I do agree. Its a good rule to buy the best example that
you can afford. The old wagons have a charm and usefulness that is hard to beat and if one
priced right came along I would strongly consider it. I generally make my vehicle purchases due
to finding a very good deal on something I already like. This is easy for me since I absolutely
love old stuff of almost every variety. Brought my first born child home from the hospital in that
car, was very reliable too, loved it! Not my cup of tea but have to give credit to the seller for
providing a pretty complete set of pictures and information. Much better presentation here than
some of the more expensive barn finds. At least you know what you are getting. These would
get 20 MPG on the highway. Only about 9 around town. I still would buy it is it was closer. We
brought our last 4th child home from the hospital in a 73 Kingswood estate with the and power
everything. Made a great boat and travel trailer hauler, pick up truck, etcâ€¦etcâ€¦. I mean just
look at the side view picture!!! Holy crap!!! As for the price, lest I step into that snakes nest from
a previous post, I believe it is kind of on the way high side. Especially with the mileage. I think
someone is dreaming if they think one of these barges can get 20 mpg on the highway maybe if
you are being towed. I had one around 25 years ago bought used and it was such a gas hog. I
agree Barry.. Back then, gas was not as expensive as it is now and mileage was not a big factor.
Don't post your car for sale in the comments. Click here to get it featured on the homepage
instead. Or subscribe without commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email to continue
reading:. No thanks, maybe later. Already have an account? Log in. Barn Finds. Jamie Palmer.
More: Buick. Like This? Get Our Daily Email. Comments Mr. Nope prefer the mercury wagons. I
can hear the corny advertising slogan now. Don Andreina. Rancho Bella. I know Bensen. There
is a great Mexican restaurant on the main drag. That was my first car, 84 Celica notchback GT!
Mark S Member. I am trying to understand your statement, but cannot. Jesse Staff. No title. Gee
thanks!! Vince Habel. If it was closer it would be mine. I had a 72 till 83 when I traded it on a
Dodge. Big mistake. Charles H. A little TLC and a tune-up and you have a great hauler.. Barry T.
Stored For 16 Years: Dodge Charger. Rare Mercury Cougar 20th Anniversary Edition.

Frequency: Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:. Signup for our free daily newsletter: Unsubscribe
anytime. Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading: No thanks,
maybe later. Free View Limit Reached! Make Buick. Model LeSabre. One of made in Completely
Original paint and interior and drives like it looks. Call our classic specialist Joe Frankman or
email Jpfrankman msn. Frankman Motor Co. Independent inspectors are always welcome for
those who can't make it here personally. Plus, don't forget, when the time comes to get your
classic home and are not sure how, please ask. We work with professional haulers every day
and would be more than happy to make the process as smooth as possible if you'd like some
assistance. Model Roadmaster. Gran Touring package. The last woodie model ever made! Fully
loaded with factory AC, moon roof, concert stereo sound system, automatic headlights, tilt
steering wheel, 3rd row seat, cruise control, trailer hitch, power everything and heated leather
seats with lumbar support. Everything in perfect working order. Garage kept and runs like a
champ! Selling my Buick Estate Wagon. Has a rebuilt engine. The transmission is a turbo.
Possibly it's been rebuilt, not sure. Engine is original to the car. Tailgate works and window
works. Both are kinda slow. Power windows work fine. I have receipts for the motor rebuild. The
engine only has a little bit over miles on it since the rebuild. The car body has 94k miles on it. I
have a clean and clear Kansas title in my name. The car is located in Olathe, KS If you have any
questions you can text me at the number listed. I explained just about everything in the ad. And
no I don't need help selling my car. Car will come with some extra trim, a few windows including
the ones that are curved in the back if buyer wants. Also will come with two sets of luggage
racks and all the hubcaps shown in the pictures if buyer wants. Go to youtube and search buick
estate wagon and you'll see two videos I made of it. Also search for calisnowflake14 on flickr to
see more photos. This is a good honest Buick Road Master Estate. Everything seems to work.
There is nothing out of place under the hood its as it left the factory. Transmission shifts good ,I
have had the version on the car and prefer not to have all the trouble with distributor block
behind the pump. Note the dual action tail gate There are no signs of any collision work ever
being done. Model Regal. It started its life with the Clark Grizzwald front end and a 4. Not
content with that, I chopped the front fenders and grafted the front of an 84 2 door Regal to it.
All the work was done with sheet metal, not fiberglass, wood, plastic, bubble gum or duct tape.
The bumpers were professionally stripped of their chrome and painted body color. It
compliments the cars brown interior nicely. All the trim on the car was removed, media blasted
and painted satin black. During the paint process the car was stripped to metal including jams,
window frames etc. The point I am trying to make is the car was done right, not a hack job. The
car still wears all of its own sheet metal virtually rust free. The power plant of the car is a
modified Buick It has a very healthy rumble coming out of the rear exiting dual exhaust. The
rear axle is an 8. The interior is in exceptional original condition having only one small tear in
the driver seat. The rest of the interior is almost perfect including the rare brown T-Type
steering wheel. All the window seals, felts etc were replaced with high quality replacements and
the windows were tinted black. I worked very hard to keep the appearance of the car stock
including the interior and all of the options. If it gets warm enough where I can trust the
pressures I am reading I will charge it for you. It works, just needs topped off. This car demands
attention everywhere it goes and is an absolute blast to drive. It corners on rails with its
Hotchkins springs and totally replaced suspension and upgraded sway bars. This car was built
years ago and driven often so there are some mentionables that I will disclose. The rear side
cargo windows are missing the trim because as of to date I have not been able to locate
replacement parts. I will be making some trim pieces for them after they are installed. The tint
on the windows is pealing in a few spots. I will include a little less than a pint of the original
color as well for a perfect match. This is a one of a kind custom turn key car. I am selling mainly
because I have several other cars that I maintain and time gets shorter and shorter with 2 kids
etcâ€¦.. You know the story. I am not pressed to sell this, just hate to see it sit. There will be at
least one person who tells me the Grand National rear axle is 3. I did this because the R4 trans
in the Grand National had 4 gears and an overdrive transmission. I love this car. It has taken me
to work, on vacations, weddings and funerals for many years. I even slept in the back with a
single mattress at 4-day air shows. Now, it needs front end steering work est. I live in a small
town and cannot put it in the weeds. I own 3 other Roadmaster station wagons who have
occasionally needed a body part. Because of the rarity of this body type not many body parts
are out there from the back edge of the front doors to the rear bumper. From the rear of the front
doors forward the wagon is just like sedan--no problem. Currently on ebay Motors Parts there
are less than a half dozen backend body parts. Either salvage the parts and sell them on ebay or
put it in the weeds for other Roadmaster afficianados like me or drive it away and fix the front
end. Operations details--motor, lights, cruise control, abs, gauges, power windows, remote
locks, etc. A new air conditioner compressor was installed last summer. The car has had regular

maintenance. It has a rear towing package, glass including lights are excellent. Chrome is very
good. All interior control buttons are present. Antenna and horn buttons are missing. The front
left driver's seat is slit exposing the padding see photo. All of the other seats, rugs, headliner
are in good condition. Super nice car with low miles. Southern car that was kept inside most of
its life. Nice paint and zero rust. Car has very few dings or scratches. I've included pictures of
them in this ad. This car rides and drives like new. Hard to find in great shape with low miles like
this one. Rare Wood delete option on this Estate Wagon as most all have woodgrain on them
car also has factory HD towing package but a hitch was never added so it hasn't towed anything
so far. Questions if you are serious: Listed here is my Buick Roadmaster Wagon. This car is
clean and complete. I am the third owner and have had it for 5 years and hate to part with it. This
car does have the LT-1 motor that runs fast, clean and well. Always maintained on a regular
basis. I use this car as a daily driver in good weather. The paint is clean and shining with only a
few areas of wear. The vinyl wood grain is in good shape with the exception of some pealing
around the rear license plate. The interior is free of any rips, tears, stains or cracks. I hold a
clear non-salvaged WI title. The MN title I bought was not a salvage title. But EBay's system
says that it was and is making me list it as such. I've reluctantly decided to part with my Buick
Roadmaster Estate wagon. I have owned this car for the last 5 years, and literally taken it coast
to coast. If you've never driven one, it is truly the master of roads. Nothing rides down the
highway better than this car. I purchased it from the estate of a deceased WW2 veteran who
bought it new or nearly new. I was told by his son he was a marine who participated in D-Day,
and this was the last vehicle he ever owned. At the time it had around 70, miles on it. I kept the
military markings and decals he put on the car as I thought it was a neat story. For three years,
the Roadmaster was my daily driver including several epic cross country road trips to car
events, and the last few years I've done a few trips but used it very little. Her last big trip was in
March to Amelia island Florida and back. I am very attached to this car, but just bought a new
GMC truck and would really like to use the garage space for a sports car. Current mileage is , As
you can see in the photos, the condition is fantastic. The outer wood trim has a few spots that
have flaked off like all of them have, but the big wood strips are still in great shape sans one
minor wrinkle in the tailgate and a few chips. Still looks great. The paint is all original except for
the hood and upper fenders. I had them painted due to rock chips. There are a few chips in that
paint from normal use now, along with normal little nicks and a few dings. Looks like a normal 2
year old car, not 20 years. The undercarriage is in very good shape. Some surface rust as you
would expect but still very solid down there. The wheels are the Buick stock wheel size of 15". I
didn't want to do anything crazy or mess up the fantastic ride of the car, but was never a fan of
the original wheels. The interior in beautiful shape. Leather soft, good carpets, headliner and
trim. I purchased tan Co-co mats high dollar mats usually seen in vintage Italian and German
cars which do a good job of breaking up all the blue like the exterior wood trim. It does have the
fold flat third row seat. Mechanically the car has always been kept up. It has never left me
stranded, all repairs were from minor leaks or preventative. I thought the transmission was
going out 10, miles ago when it wouldn't kick down to first gear. Turned out to be a wiring issue.
They serviced the transmission while they were in there had been 30, miles since the last time
and said it looked to be in great shape. In the time I've owned it all the fluids were changed at
least once, including the rear differential which is a limited slip. You can hear the limited slip
trying to lock when you back up and turn sharply like moving out of a tight stall, been the same
way for 5 years and I was told this is normal. I always changed the engine oil every miles.
Absolutely everything works, including the ice cold AC right down to the fender mounted power
antenna. The stereo is the original concert sound delco unit and sounds great. The lowest price
Yes no less. This is a very fair price considering its condition. If the odometer read half the
miles the car would be worth quadruple what I'm asking, but why spend that much when you
can buy this one and actually rack up the mileage, enjoying this car without guilt? I do not need
to sell it. I was in the car business for years and know all the silly negotiating tactics I will
probably cry like a baby when you drive away with it. The only consolation will be filling the
newly opened garage space with a Porsche or Corvette. I have always garaged the car and
couldn't bear to let it sit outside and deteriorate. I hope you would be that kind of fastidious
owner too. The history report may say multiple owners during my ownership because I had it
titled in my business at one point. Now its titled in my name, open, clean and clear ready to sign
over. Please feel free to contact me with any further questions. Phone is if you'd prefer to
discuss over the phone. Thanks for looking. Lt1 motor,17 inch rev wheels have orgninal wheels
and tires, new brakes,air shocks, flowmaster mufflers,cats are cut out. Very clean Calf. I had it
shipped in from Calf. Took trim all off and repainted. Not a perfect car but it is rust free. Took it
on the Hot Rod power tour miles got 20 mpg. Call or email with any questions. Only selling car
to finance another project. Of those 3, this one is the most practical to sell. I purchased this one

by chance earlier this year and have been fixing it up to replace my more used Roadmaster. If
you want a dependable vehicle with a luxury feel as well as tons of space for hauling, look no
further. New bidders with zero feedback rating should email us or call us prior to bidding. This
vehicle is being sold "as-is". No representations or standard warranties are made by seller, nor
are any representations or warranties relied upon by bidders in making bids. Every effort has
been made to accurately and fairly describe this vehicle to you. This is a used vehicle and has
typical scratches, dings or minor wear and tear inherent with the year and mechanical parts are
subject to fail. I welcome and recommend a buyer's inspection specifically if you live in a state
that requires a state inspection. Buyer is responsible for any inspection charges and fees. The
remainder of the purchase price is due within 4 days of the close of this auction. Bid retractions
are not allowed nor will be recognized within 12 hours of auctions end. If your deposit is not
received within 12 hours of the close of auction, or if the balance is not paid in full within 4 days
following the close of auction, we reserve the right to re-list the vehicle or sell the vehicle to the
next highest bidder or another qualified buyer. Venue for any legal action such as claims,
motions, litigation, settlements, or any legal action associated with this sale from either the
buyer or seller is to take place in the State of Colorado. Placing your bid on this auction
constitutes your agreement and acceptance of these terms and conditions. You are entering
into a Legal Purchase that should not be taken lightly. No excuses of any kind will be accepted
for non-Payment. All financial transactions must be completed before delivery of the vehicle
and the vehicle needs to be paid for in full before it leaves the premises
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. Buyer is responsible for any and all sales tax, title and license fees. We reserve the right to
cancel all bids and end an auction early should the vehicle no longer be available for sale. Feel
free to contact me with any specific questions or for additional photos. Thank you for looking.
Your request is received and will be answered shortly. If you need to get intouch with us
immediately please call us. Georgetown, TX. Oregon City, OR. Federal Way, WA. Collegedale,
TN. Hanover, MA. Chester Twp, NJ. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Cars for Sale Buick
Estate Wagon. Martinville, Louisiana. Year Make Buick Model Roadmaster. Year Make Buick
Model -. Category - Mileage Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Buick Model Regal. Buick :
Roadmaster Estate Wagon Super clean, low miles, and rare wood delete option. Buick :
Roadmaster Estate buick roadmaster estate wagon wagon 4 door 5. Category Beta Sedan ZIP
Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel.

